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Abstract- In the presence of a large number of activities
that occur in the company, recording activities are needed to
obtain reports on the results of the process. The set of recorded
activities is an event log and can be modeled by process
discovery to make analysis easier. Out of all existing
relationships, Non-Free Choice is a challenging relationship for
process discovery algorithms, because Non-Free Choice
contains indirect relationships. However, the obtained NonFree Choice by existing algorithms is a graphical model, so it
cannot be used to detect processes containing wrong indirect
relationships. A wrong indirect relationship is an indirect
relationship that is not fit with the obtained Non-Free Choice.
This study proposes a method, namely declarative algorithm
for checking indirect relationships, to detect wrong indirect
relationships in processes by creating rules of a process model
in the form of Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). Experiments
prove that this declarative algorithm can detect wrong indirect
relationships automatically by using proposed LTL rules
deriving from a process model containing Non-Free Choice.
The evaluation verifies that the accuracy of obtained wrong
indirect relationships is 100%.
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actrvrties for checking wrong indirect relationship . The
difference in this research with previous research is on the
use of graph models as a representation of process models.
Using a graph model will facilitate the analysis process in
determining the anomalies that occur in the business
process so that the analysis is more complete.
The decision mining algorithm has been used in the
ProM framework system, namely Decision Point Analysis.
At the beginning of the identification process in
determining the decision, it is necessary to determine points
by identifying the XORSPLIT. XORSPLIT can be found in
Petri-net [10] which has many output directions and
resulting for divide directions are classified as decision
points [11]. However, the decision mining focuses on the
attributes to determine the decision, not the relationships
between activities after XORSPLIT and activities before
XORSPLIT. The wrong indirect relationships are the error
relationship in Non-Free Choice that connects activities
before and after XORSPLIT. To determine XORSPLIT in
the business process can be observed when one node in the
process separates and becomes two nodes, each of which
has its own process. In this research proposed a method in
declarative algorithm for checking wrong indirect
relationships of process model containing Non-Free Choice.

indirect

I. INTRODUCTION
The highly competitive development of industry and many
active competitors are involved in industrial development. The
highly competitive will increase business competition for
business competitors [1]. This process models [2] is obtained
from the evaluation of business processes that are important
in the industry. Information related to the process model is
needed to evaluate performance. It is necessary to examine
the process model first to acquire information about the
process model.

This research proposes a method, namely declarative
algorithm for checking indirect relationships, to discover
wrong indirect relationships of process model containing
Non-Free Choice by constructing rules in the form of
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL). This research forms a
process model in the form of graph model and creates rules
automatically for checking the wrong indirect relationships
of Non-Free Choice in the processes.
As a conclusion, a contribution of this research is
building rules to detect wrong indirect relationships of NonFree Choice in processes automatically. The proposed rules
are built based on a process model containing Non -Free
Choice in the form of a graph model.

The number of processes is a particular interest due to
the increasing demand for checks on business processes [3]
by considering a big event log [4]. The results of the
process checking to find a simple process model will be
used as a parameter for evaluating the results of activities
and avoiding errors in the activity [5]. Problems arise when
the activity search process takes place [6]. Filtering process
in process models using Non-Free Choice of event logs has
been determined and obtains dependencies [7] between
assignments without errors. As observation result show, not
all dependencies can be mined from the event log using the
current process mining algorithm [8]. The information on
business processes can be analyzed through a graph
database. Graph database not only shows activities but also
relationships that occur between activities. A tree model can
be built based on an ordinary graph database with decision
mining [9] by giving the parameter of the relation between
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II. RELATED WORK

A. Non-Free Choice
Non-Free Choice relation connects the acti vities in a
choice relation with other activities in a previous choice
relation. This relation shows that the activity of choice
relation cannot be freely chosen, but it is influenced by the
activity of the previous choice relation. Non-Free Choice
process is processes that explain the equalize between two
activities in optional processes. The equalize and selection
are not in the same and not separate places which may
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Figure, 1 Non-Free Choice process,

The second operator r declares that inherent activities of
an operator can be on the whole following path. The third
operator, r declares that inherent activities of the operator
can be executed somewhere before the state of activities that
are written before the operator. The fourth, in the diagram ,
the activity that is written before the operator is symbolized
as -,-. The last operator, U declare that the first inherent
activity of the operator can be run until the last inherent
activity is ran. The first inherent activity is symbolized as r
and the second is symbolized as 1 [12].

create implicit dependencies. existing algorithms can
determine explicit dependencies but when determining
implicit dependencies fail to be found [8]. In Non-Free
Choice, process models also have workflow patterns, such
as XORSPLIT and XORJOIN. In Fig. 1, workflow pattern
XORSPLIT showed at node A ..... B, A ..... C, E ..... F and E
..... G. Workflow pattern XORJOIN also showed at B ..... D,
C ..... D, F ..... H and G ..... H.
The indirect relationships are formed by an additional
connection of two options out of diverse points. In Fig. 1, the
sub-construct of Non-free Choice relationship consists of P4,
P5, P7, F, and G. P4 and P5 as points denote indirect
relationships in the process. The indirect relationships arise
when the inputs of activities in the first choices relationship,
which are Band C, influences the decision of chosen activities
in the next choice relationships, which are F and G.

C. Indirect Relationship
Indirect relationship is a process or indirect causal
relationship between tasks that occur in a business process.
In the process of this indirect relationship there is a
possibility of anomalies in business processes. Indirect
relationship can also be interpreted as Implicit
Dependencies on Non-Free Choice process.

B. Linear Temporal Logic
Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is based on linear traces
that are calculated through time. At each time of moment,
there is only one real event in the future that will occur.
Generally, the timeline is defmed as the beginning "now," at
the current time step, and unlimited development into the
future . LTL is a formal language that describes several
temporal logics that refers to the time.

.........

.......
• •• ••
.......
r

Figure . 3 Process Model with an Implicit Dependency.

Assume that in Fig. 3 the IF subnet has one task. It takes
a prefix from Sa and goes to the path to S3. In the general
case, there may be a more difficult relationship between IF
and the rest of the process model. Furthermore, if the IF
process is described then, the process starts from activity P3
to activity P7 as in Fig. 6. S\ does not affect the behavior of
process models, e.g., S\ can be removed without changing
the process model. An algorithm that can check the level of
truth in the implicit dependency process is still not found.
In Fig. 6, A, B, C, . .. , H are representing an activity and P2,
P3, P4, ..., P8 are represents causal dependencies. For PI is
started activity and P9 is finished activity in the process
model. At Fig . 6 also illustrated of 2 kinds of indirect
relationship in the same of process model. The indirect
relationship from A to H it should be A
B, A ..... C, B .....
D, C ..... D, D ..... E, E ..... F, E ..... G, F
Hand G ..... H.
The wrong indirect relations hip showe d by the direction
from C ..... D, D ..... E, E ..... F and B ..... D, D ..... E, E ..... G.

(a) O(r) symbo lic
r

r

r

(b) u(r) symbolic
.. r

.. r

r

(c) Orr) symbolic
rl\ .. 1 rl\ .. 1

I

(d) rU(I) symbolic
Figure . 2 LTL operators.

LTL is constructed from constants (right and wrong), a
group of atomic propositions, logical operators (>, v, 1\, .....)
and temporal capital operators. The description about four
operators in Fig. 2. The first operator, r it declares that
inherent activities of the operator are executed at the next
state. At the first diagram in Fig. 2 shows task r is in a
second circle as the next state.

D. Graph Database Model
A graph database is a noSQL database where the data is
represented in the form graph [13]. A key concept of the
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the time of completion of the actrvity and Activity for
activity represents a node in the process model.

system is the edge or relations between node. The noSQL
databases are better at searching relationships between data
than SQL databases because in SQL databases to find a
relation on a node requires complex queries.

TABLEr.

The purposes of using a graph database is to to help
user solve complex problems in tabular databases, such as
data that has many relationships. data that has many
relationships can be detected by writing very complex SQL
queries and this is very difficult for user. In Fig. 4, small
slice of illustration on social media users represented in a
graph database. Each node (labeled User) belongs to a
single person and is connected with relationships describing
how each user is connected . As we see below, Mirza and
Sekar follow each other, as do Sekar and Awwib, but
although Awwib followed Mirza, Mirza has not yet
followed Awwib.

Figure. 4 User represented in Graph Database Model.

TRAINING EV ENT LO G.

Case ill

Amount

Stack_
Type

Status

PPI

20

reefer

complete

PPI

20

reefer

complete

PPI

20

reefer

complete

PPI

20

reefer

complete

PPI

20

reefer

complete

PPI

20

reefer

complete

PP400

6

nonreefer

complete

PP400

6

nonreefer

complete

PP400

6

nonreefer

complete

PP400

6

nonreefer

complete

PP400

6

nonreefer

complete

PP400

6

nonreefer

complete

Time
7/6/2015
10:25
7/6/2015
12:48
7/6/2015
13:01
7/6/2015
14:15
7/6/2015
14:49
7/6/2015
17:10

3/6/2016
7:00
3/6/2016
9:12
3/6/2016
10:20
3/6/2016
13:42
3/6/2016
14:50
3/6/2016
15:32

Activity
A
C
D

E

G
H

A
B
D

E
F
H

To begin research about converting event logs into process
models, it is necessary to have an example event log. In the
event log explaining in TABLE I, there are 400 cases having
indirect relationships and wrong indirect relationships. The
first step is creating and sorting out common activities from
event logs and unique activities. The sorting process separates
rarely executed trace and trace that are often executed. A trace
is a variant of processes. Based on TABLE I, trace A - B D - E - F - H occurs 127 times, trace A - C - D - EG - H occurs 256 times, trace A - C - D - E - F - H
occurs 15 times, trace A - B - D - E - G - H occurs
2 times. Because the trace A - C - D - E - F - Hand
trace A - B - D - E - G - H occur less than 10%,
those traces are not included in the process . Then, the event
log that has been sorted is processed by discover
XORJOIN, XORSPLIT, SEQUENCE Relations and NonFree Choice Relations and combine them into a process
model as represented in TABLE II.

On the DBMS (database management system) system
the first priority retrieval relationship but in the data graph
the connected data is equally important than the individual
data points. For data that are interrelated and to optimize
the process of a data densely using a graph data base is the
best way to resolve these problems . Because by using a
graph data base it is also possible to detect correlations and
patterns and construct prediction models.

III. RESEARCH METHOD
This section presents about step by step for checking
wrong indirect relationships of process model containing
Non-Free Choice. The test will be done using an example
case. The first step in this research is getting information and
illustrates the process from the event log in form of the graph
database. The second step extraction the rule from the
process model. Checking process will be done with the rule
from process model extraction.

Based on TABLE II, def importActivity is defines the
event log file to be used. By using the example event log,
each node of the general activity will be created. Let tx.run
create all of general activity from event log by combining
Case_ID, Activity and Time. Where defimportCaseActivity
is defines all of the unique activity and create all of unique
activity from event log. As the basic function of this
algorithm is to transform event log file into a process model
in the form of a graph database, need some parameters to
determine indirect relations , namely SEQUENCE
Relations, XORSPLIT Relations, XORJOIN Relations and
Non-Free Choice Relations.

A. Transform event log into a process model
The several steps of the research are starting from making
file for extraction in the process model. The first objective is
making process model in graph database using event log test
cases. In TABLE I, there are such as an example cases of event
log for making process model in graph database. Case
examples of file made for research amounted to 600 cases.

The file created has several attributes, namely Case_ID,
Amount, Stack_Type , Status, Activity, User (originator) and
time (timestamp) . In TABLE I, each attribute has its own
role. Amount is for represent many items, Stack_Type for to
explain dependencies between IDs, Status for to explain the
state of activity that has been completed, Time for explained
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attributes. The result of processing event log into process
model in graph database is shown in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5,
there are eight activities that contain XORJOIN,
XORSPLIT and Non-Free Choice from each activity. From
activity A have four XORSPLIT to activity B and activity
C, activity E to activity G and activity F also activity B,
activity C to activity D and activity F, activity G to activity
H have XORJOIN. For Non-Free Choice, have two
activities there are activity C to activity G and activity B to
activity F.

Then, def createRelationship(tx) is defines relationship
in event log and will created SEQUENCE Relationships
from event log. By using data Id and activity, it will make a
Caselist and match the data with Case_ID and Activity in
the event log.
TABLE II. ALGORITHM 1: PROCESSING EVENT LoG.

Aleorithm 1: Processine Event Lez
Input: File event log
Ounut: Process model in zranh database
Begin
#create all of general activity from event log
1.

TABLE 111. ALGORITHM 2: DECLARATIVE ALGORITHM FOR CHECKING
INDIRECT RELATIONSHIPS

defimportActivity(tx, fileName):
tx.n.m("LOAD CSV with headers FROM
'file:///"+fileName+'" AS line"
"Merge (Activity (Caseld:line.CaseJD,
Name.line.Activity, Time :line.Time}) "l

Algorithm 2: Declarative algorithm for checking Indirect
Relationships
Input: Process model in a graph database
Ounut: Rule in LTL model
Begin
def changeTreeToLTLCheckerO: /
nodeA = []
for x in range(len(dataCaseActivity)):
true Trace = (calculateDecisionTree(dataCaseActivity[xj,
["A '1))
nodeA .append(trueTrace)
np.array(nodeA)
unique, index = np.unique(nodeA, axis=O, return_index=True)
fullrole = '('
for x in range(len(unique)):
rule = '('
rulea ="
ruleb ="
for yin range(len(unique[xJ)):
ify == 0:
rule += 'activity =="'+unique[x][yj+'" /\ \
((' elify == len(unique[xJ)-I :
rule + = '_OCOCOCOCO(activity

#creatc all of unique activity from event log
2.

def importCaseActivity(tx, fileName):
tx.n.m("LOAD CSV with headers FROM
'file ://I"+fileName+'" AS line"
"Merge (CaseActivity (Name:line .Activity D")

#create sequence relationship
3.

def createRelationship(tx): tx.run("MATCH
(c:Activity) n "WITH COLLECT(c)
AS Caselist tt
"UNWIND RANGE(O,Size(Caselist) - 2) as idx " "WI TH
Caselist[idx] AS s l, Caselist[idx+1] AS s2 " "MATCH
(b:CaseActivity),(a :CaseActivityActivity) " "WHERE
sl .Caseid = s2.Caseid AND s1.Name = a.Name AND
s2.Name = b.Name "
"MERGE (a)-[r:SEQUENCE]->(bn

#create xorsplit relation
4.
tx.run("MATCH (bej}-[r]- >(aji) "

"WHERE size((bej}-->0» 1 AND size((aji)<--0) =1
AND ( size((aji)-->O)=I OR size((aji)-->O» 1 )
"CREATE (bej}-[:XORSPLlT]->(aji) "

"

=="'+unique[x][yj+"~)))))'

"DELETE r'~

# create xorjoin relation
5.
tx.run("MATCH (bej}-[r]-> (aji) "

else :
ify %2 == 1:
rulea = '('
else:
ruleb = ~'
for b in range(y):
rulea += '_0('
ruleb += ~'
ify == len(unique[xJ)-2:
ruleb += '}'

"WHERE (size((bej}-->O)=I OR size((bej}-->O» 1)
AND size((aji)<--O» 1 p"
"CREATE (bej}-[:XORJOINj->(aji)
" "DELETE r")

# create Non-Free Choice
6. tx.runt''match O-[c:XORSPLlTj->(n) " "

match (a)-[b :XORJOIN]->O " "
match (k:Activity),(l :Activity) "
"where a.Name<>n.Name and k.Name=a.Name and
I.Name=n.Name and k.Caseld=I.Caseld and
k.Time <l.Time tr "merge (a)-[:NONFREECHOICEj>(n )")

fullrole = '('
for x in range(len(unique)) :
rule = '('
rulea ="
ruleb ="
for yin range(len(unique[xJ)):
ify == 0:
rule += 'activitv =="'+uniQue{x!{v!+'" /\ \ (('

Parameters need to be given to determine XORJOIN
and XORSPLIT Relationships from event log file that has
been created in sequence relationships. Where, size ((bej)-> 0» 1 AND size((aft)<--O) = 1 AND (size ((aft)--> 0) = 1
OR size((aft)--> 0»1) is the efficient way to determine
XORSPLIT Relationships, by identifying the activity
branch that occurs in the event log through SEQUENCE
Relationships. As well as determining XORJOIN
Relationships from SEQUENCE Relationships, (size((bej)-> 0) = 1 OR size ((bej)--> 0) > 1) AND size ((aft) <--0» 1
is determine XORJOIN Relationships, by identifying
merging on branching activities in SEQUENCE
Relationships.

B. Declarative algorithm ofchecking indirect relationship
After processing event log in the graph database, the
next process is the extraction rule from the process model.
The form of rule extraction from the process model is a rule
that will determine whether or not there is a wrong indirect
relationship in the process model. To begin the rule
extraction process, the model process that has been formed
and has a Non-Free Choice relationship will be converted
into an LTL form. By getting the LTL form, rule extraction
can be done from the model process. In the extraction
process will determine the True value first where this True
value is an indirect relationship process, if it has been
evaluated the True value can be processed again to look for
the wrong indirect relationship process in the model process
using binary operators OR as represented in TABLE III.
Based on TABLE III, for x in range (len (dataCase

Finally, for create Non-Free Choice Relationships from
the event log where, a.Name<> n.Name and
k.Name=a.Name
and
I.Name=n.Name
and
k.Case1d=I.Case1d and k.Time<I.Time is determine NonFree Choice Relationships by combining XOR JOIN and
XORSPLIT activities by looking at the Case_ID and Time
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Activity)) is defines actrvity in process model. Activities
that have been determined are activities that have an
indirect relationship process and will be a parameter for
determining other activities that do not have an indirect
relationship process . Then, if y == 0: rule + = 'activity
=='"+unique[x][y]+''' /I I ((' is defines activities that have
indirect relationship processes and become parameters to
determine the next process . Where elif y
len(unique[xJ)-l: is defines perform several processes
checking on these activities to sort out indirect and wrong
indirect relationships in the model process. Finally,
for
determine the indirect and wrong indirect relationship
processes in the model process where, if x > 0: rule = ' V
'+rule fullrole += rule fullrole = fullrole+'))' is activities that
have an indirect relationship process will be compared with
the wrong indirect relationship activity and will be
determined by the total number of each relationships.

A
Complete
2016-03-17 23 AO:OO C-{)7.00

A
Complete
20 16-0~ -02 16:52:00 C-{)7.00

B
Complete
2016-03-17 OOA8:00 -0 7.00

C
Complete
2016-M -02 18:00 :00 -0 7.00

!
!

!

D
Complete
2016·03 -1701:56:00 -0 7.00

D
Complete
20 16-0~ -02 19:08:00 -0 7.00

!

!

E
Complete
2016-03-17 03 :~:00 C-{)7.00

Complete
20 1 6-0~-02 20:16:00 C-{)7.00

The proposed algorithm, declarative algorithm for
checking indirect relationships, has been implemented in
Ne04j and ProM . Algorithm 1 which is described in
TABLE II is implemented in Ne04j , while Algorithm 2
which is described in TABLE III is implemented in ProM.

Case ill

Amount

Stack
Type

PP401

24

nonreefer

complete

PP401

24

nonreefer

complete

PP401

24

nonreefer

complete

PP401

24

nonreefer

complete

PP401

24

nonreefer

complete

PP401

24

nonreefer

complete

PPIOOO

6

nonreefer

complete

PPIOOO

6

nonreefer

complete

PPIOOO

6

nonreefer

complete

PPIOOO

6

nonreefer

complete

PPIOOO

6

nonreefer

complete

PPIOOO

6

nonreefer

complete

Time
3/8/2016
11:40
3/812016
12:48
3/812016
13:56
3/812016
15:04
3/812016
16:12
3/8/2016
17:20

8/25/2016
4:52
8/25/2016
6:00
8/25/2016
7:08
8/25/2016
8:16
8/25/2016
9:24
8/25/2016
10:32

I

y

F
Complete
2016-03-17 0~: 12 :00 -'-07.00

TESTING E VENT LoG

Status

E

!

IV . EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

TABLE IV.

!

Activity

!

!

H
Complete
2016-03-1705:20:00 -07.00

H
Complete
20 16-0~ -02 22:32:00 -07.00

(a)

A

F
Complete
20 1 6-0~ -02 21 :2~: 00 -07.00

indirect relationships.

(b)

wrong indirect relationship.

Figure . 5 The result of process check ing.

C

The result of wrong indirect relationships which is
shown in Fig. 5 has direction same as at Fig. 6 (a) wrong
indirect relationship . The first process is from A - C, C D, D - E, E - F, F - H and the second process is AB, B - D, D-E, E-F, F-H, is achieved . Fig. 5 (a) has
the sequence of events A - B - D - E - F - H is the
sequence of events that contain indirect relationship. Fig. 5
(b) has the order events A - C - D - E - F - H is the
sequence of events that contain wrong indirect relationship.
This result is from Case_ID PP43 1 for indirect relationship
and Case_ID PP490 for wrong indirect relationships.

0
E

F
H

A

To obtain the quality of declarative algorithm, the result
is measured by using accuracy method. The calculation of
the accuracy is shown in (l). The result is 100% because all
of the cases can be classified as wrong indirect relationships
and indirect relationships. The good accuracy of declarative
algorithm for checking indirect relationships is influenced
by the form process of a process model as a guideline for
determining rules . The amount of traces containing wrong
indirect relationships in the training event log (can be seen
in TABLE I) is less than 10%, so it can be removed before
processing into a process model. This process model affects
the good accuracy of declarative algorithm for checking
indirect relationships.

B

0
E

F
H

The used training event log is shown in TABLE I and
the used testing event log is shown in TABLE IV. TABLE
IV contains 183 processes having wrong indirect
relationships and 417 processes having right indirect
relationships. The result of declarative algorithm for
checking indirect relationships is shown in Fig. 5. The left
process (denoted by (a) indirect relationship) is the example
of processes having right indirect relationships. Then, the
right process (denoted by (b) wrong indirect relationship) is
the example of processes having wrong indirect
relationships.

V. CONCLUSION

From previously research, have found a way to detect if
there is an implicit dependency but have not been able to
check whether the implicit dependency has true or false
values. The rule of LTL in this research is from extracting
the process model. Extracting the rule from process model
has several main steps. Transform event log file into process
model in graph database is the first step.
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G

lal wro ng indirect relationship

E

P7

(b) indirect relationship
Figure . 6 Indirect relationships.

There are many relationships that form Non-Free
Choice Relationships including SEQUENCE, XORJOIN
and XORSPLIT relationships. The second step is extracting
the rule of LTL from process model in graph database. The
obtained rule of LTL in the extraction will be used to check
if there are any wrong indirect relationships in process
model.

[5]

41 7 +1 8 3
Accura c" =
x 100o/c
41 7 + 1 83 + 0+ 0

[6]

= 1 x 100%
ACCllracy = 100%

Accuracy

The accuracy of the declarative algorithm for checking
indirect relationships reaches 100%, which means that the
proposed method can detect wrong indirect relationship.
This research can be developed by improving declarative
algorithm for checking indirect relationships in AND
relationships of the process model.

[7]

[8]
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